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FLASHING FLESH

THE NAKED TRUTH

N

ext month, Bath
Theatre Royal
premieres a new
musical adaptation of Mrs
Henderson Presents, the
story of an eccentric widow
who, in 1937, cunningly
circumvented the Lord
Chamberlain’s censorship.
At her Windmill Theatre,
she featured immobile nude
girls, posed in tableaux –
if they didn’t move, they
were considered works
of art, rather than scantily
unclad performers.
There are no such
strictures on stage today.
Recently, you might have
encountered nude dancers
in DV8’s JOHN at the
National Theatre or Olivier
Dubois’s Tragédie at Sadler’s
Wells; it has long been
de rigeur for professional
contemporary companies.
There’s more modesty in
the social and competitive
spheres, but many dancers
– particularly female – are
often just one sliver of
Lycra away from serious
wardrobe malfunction.
That wasn’t always the
case, observes former world
Latin champion Shirley
Ballas. “When I competed,
there was no pressure to
wear anything risqué – it
was a lot more conservative.
Gaynor Fairweather was a
major trendsetter, and she
was always the epitome
of class. Our looks were
about line, not revealing

THE READER VIEW
“There’s definitely a double standard. Guys have
it much easier, and there’s way more pressure
on girls to be skinny and show more, which
is a bad message to send out. I actually think
the same-sex dance costuming is pretty cool,
because there’s more freedom for everyone
to mix it up. It’s less old-fashioned.”
Sara Graham
“Guys are under loads of scrutiny now too – we don’t
all look like Pasha and Aljaž! Plus when you get your
chest out, you have to be really strong and macho.
I found that hard as a teenager, because I didn’t
develop as quickly. Lots of hours in the gym…”
Tom Black
“I don’t mind dressing up when I’m doing Latin.
It’s part of the fun of the whole performance,
and I feel really powerful when I’m out on the
floor, and everyone’s getting into it. I’d never
wear anything I’m not comfortable with. Actually
I probably wear less going clubbing!”
Lisa B

“Of course, it can be part of
the character of the dance,”
notes teacher Jessica Mason.
“If you’re doing a carnival samba,
you want something evocative
of that spirit – and climate!”
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“The important thing is to get something really well
made. I’ve worn stuff I haven’t felt secure in, and then
all you think about is whether you’re about to flash
everyone. It’s fun to wear something outside your
comfort zone – dance is about fantasy and expressing
yourself in a big way. Just as long as it’s still tasteful
and you can move around without worrying.”
Kelsey Abrahams
“I prefer clothing for dances like hip hop – you can
be strong as well as sexy. If you wear something
skimpy and there’s loads of feathers and sequins as
well, you end up feeling like a Barbie doll. It’s what
someone else wants you to look like, rather than who
you really are. I want to be a dancer AND be kickass.”
Hanna York

everything Adam and Eve
covered up with fig leaves.”
Coach Amanda Burns
thinks some young dancers
are focused on getting
attention. “They want to
catch a judge’s eye or a
photographer’s, but that’s
the wrong way to do it.
You’re a dancer, not a
model, and you can be sexy
and the centre of attention
by the way you move and
hold yourself. Dancewear
shouldn’t show off your
body, but what your body’s
doing. That something girls
don’t always understand.”
But isn’t there pressure
on those girls to don the
ubiquitous fringed minidresses with plunging
necklines? “I don’t think
high-level adjudicators
or coaches aim to dress
anyone in an overtly sexy
way,” argues Shirley. “It’s
your responsibility to guide
inexperienced dancers.
Hazel Fletcher said, ‘If
it wobbles, cover it up!’
Actually, if you’re judging
and there are bits shaking
about, it puts you off.”
“Of course, it can be
part of the character of
the dance,” notes teacher
Jessica Mason. “If you’re
doing a carnival samba, you
want something evocative of
that spirit – and climate! Or in
cha cha, you need to be fun
and flirtatious. A sexy outfit
can help you express those
characteristics, especially ➤
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if you’re naturally shy. I’ve
seen both male and female
dancers really liberated by it
– you can become somebody
else, or explore a whole
different side of yourself.”
Still, there’s a difference
between wiggling your hips
and stripping off, notes
Amanda. “It is hard when
lots of dancers are going
for itsy bitsy costumes –
they’re getting smaller all
the time! It ups the ante
for everyone else, and
makes you feel like you
need to do more –
or wear less – to
compete. Just
look at the
pros on Strictly.
It’s all about
bare midriffs
and everyone
going crazy over
the guys’ abs.
Sometimes,
you can’t even
remember
which dance
they’re doing.”
It goes back
to the age-old
argument of art versus sport,
thinks Jessica. “Sprinters
don’t wear much, yet the
focus is on their strength.

If smaller
costumes give
you the physical
freedom to
dance better,
that’s great, but
it’s presented so
differently. We can’t be taken
seriously as athletes if it’s all
about sex appeal, and you
don’t want to lose the art

“If you’re judging and there are bits
shaking about, it puts you off”
Shirley Ballas
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form either through titillation
and playing to the lowest
common denominator.”
Amanda agrees. “It’s fab
to celebrate the amazing
bodies dancers have, as long
as we don’t forget the hard
work, dedication and skill
they represent. Even though
it’s a more permissive age,
and you can see all kinds of
stuff on the internet, people
still notice when there’s
too much flesh on show,
so we’re undercutting the
range and depth of dance by
distracting them with nearnudity. As a general rule,
I’d say: ‘More is more.’” ●

